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We need a billion of climate change activists like Greta Thunberg.
We need their courage, their wisdom, and theü determination. Our
future depends on them.
(E)

Please read carefully Greta's speech to the US Congress in September

2079.

"My name is Greta Thunberg, I am 16 years old and I'm from
Sweden. I am grateful for being with you here in the USA A nation
that, to many paple, is the country of dreams.
I also have a dream: that governments, political parties, and
corporations grasp the urgency of the climate and ecological crfsis
and come together despife their differences - os fou would in an
emergency - and toke the meosures reguired to safeguard the
conditions for a dignified life for everybody on earth.
Eecouse then - we millions ofschool striking youth
fo

-

could go back

school

I have a dream that the people in power, as well os the med.ia, start
freoting this crisis like the existentiol emergency it is. So fhot I
could go home to my sister and my dogs. Becouse / miss them.
In fact, I have many dreoms. But fhis is the year 2019.7äis is not the
time and place for dreams. This is fhe fim e to wake up. 71is is the
moment in history when we need to be wide awake.

And yes, we need dreams, we can not live without dreams. But
there's o time and place for everything. And dreams con not stond
in the way of telling if like ir is.
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spending their time making up and telling bedtime stories fhof
soofhe us, that make us go bock to sleep.
These are "feel-good" stories about how we are going to fix
everything. How wonderful everything is going to be when we have
"solved" everything. But the problem we are facing is not that we
lack the ability to dream or to imagine a better world. The problem
now is that we need to wake up. It's time to face the reality, the faas,
the science.

And the scien ce doesn't mainly speak of "great opportunifies to
creofe the society we always wanted". It tells of unspoken human
sufferings, which will get worse and worse the longer we delay
oction - unless we start to act now. And yes, ofcourse, o sustoinoble
transformed world will include lots of new benefits. But you have to
understand. This is nof primarily an opportunity to create new
green jobs, new businesses ot green economic Arowth. This is above
all an emergency and not just an emergency. This is the biggest
crisfs humanity has ever faced.
And we need to treat it accordingly so that people can understand
and grasp the urgency. Because you can not solve a crisis without
tteating it os one. Stop telling people that everything will be fine
when in fact, as it looks now, it won't be very fine. This is not
something you can package and sell or "Iike" on social media.
Stop pretending that you, your business idea, your political party or
plan will solve everything. We must realize that we don't have all the
solutions yet. Far from it. Unless those solufions meon that we
simply stop doing certain things.

Changing one disastrous energy source for a slightly less disostrous
one is not progress. Exportinq our emissions oyerseos is nof
reducing our em issions. Creative accounting wiII not help us. In
fact, it's the very heart of the problem.
Some ofyou may have heard that we have 12 years from 1 January
2018 to cut our emissions of carbon dioxide in half. But I guess thot

hardly any of you have heard that there is a 50 percent chance of
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And these current, best available scientific calculations do not
include non-Iinear tipping points os well as most unforeseen
feedback loops like the extremely powerful methane gas escaping

from rapidly thawing arctic permafrost. Or already locked in
warming hidden by toxic air pollution. Or the ospect of equity;
climate justice.
So a 50 percent chonce - o statistical flip of a coin - will most
definitely not be enough. That would be impossible to morally
defend. Would anyone ofyou step onto a plane ifyou knew it hod
more than a 5O percent chance of crashing? More to the point:
would you put your children on that flight?
And why is it so important to stay below the l.S-degree limit?
Eecouse that is what the united scien ce calls for, to avoid

destabilizing the climate so that we stay clear of setting off an
irreversiäIe chain reaction beyond human control. Even at 1 degree
of warming, we areseeing an unacceptable loss of life and
livelihoods.
So where do we begin? WelI, I would suggest that we start looking at
chapter 2, on page 1O8 in the IPCC report that came out last year.
Right there it says that if we are to have a 67 percent chance of
limiting the global temperature rise to below 1.5 degrees Celsius, we
had, on 1 January 2O18, about 420 Gtonnes of CO2 left to emit in thdt
carbon dioxide budget. And of course, that number is much lower
today. As we emit about 42 Gtonnes of CO2 every yeat if you include
lond use.
With today's em issions leyels, the remaining budget is gone within
less than 8 and a half years. TTrese numbers are not my opinions.
They aren't anyone's opinions or political views. 7h is is the ctrrent
best available science. Though a gteat number ofscientists suggest
even these figures ore foo moderate, fhese ore the ones that have
been occepted by all nations through the lrct.
And please note thot these figures are global and therefore do not
say anything aäout the ospect of equity, clearly stated throughout
the Paris Agreement, which is absolutely necessary to make it work
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people in poorer countries con heighten their standard of living, by

building some of the infrastructures that we have already built.
Such os roods, hospito§ schools, cleon drinking water, and
electricity.
The USA is the biggest carbon polluter in history.It is also the
world's number one producet of oil. And yet, you are also the only

nation in the world that has signaled your sttong intention to leave
the Paris Agreement. Becouse guote "it was a bad deal for the USA".
Four-hundred and twenty Gt of CO2 left to emit on 1 January 2018 to
have a 67 percent chance of staying below 1.5 degrees of global
temperature rise. Now that figure is already down to less than 36O
Gr.

These numbers are very uncomfortable. But people have the right to
know. And the vast majority of us have no idea these numbers even
exist. In fact, not even the;ournalists that I meet seem to know that
they even exr'st Not fo mention the politicians. And yet they all seem
so cerfain that their political plan

will solve the entire crisis.
But how can we solve a problem that we don't even fully
understand? How can we leave out the full picture and the current
best available science?

I believe there is a huge danger in doing so. And no matter how
political the background to fhis crisis may be, we must not allow this
to continue to be a partisan political question. The climate and
ecological crisis are beyond pafty politics. And our main enemy

right now is not our political opponents. Our main enemy now is
physics. And we can not make "deals" with physics.
Everybody says that making sacrifices for the survival of the
biosphere - and to secure the living conditions for future and
present generotfons - is on impossible th ing to do.

Americans have indeed made great sacrifices to oyercome terrible
odds before.
Think of the brave soldiers thot rushed oshore in that first wave on
Omaha Beach on D Day. Think of Martin Luther King and the 600
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announcing in 1962 that America would "choose to go to the moon in
this decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but
because they are hard..."

- looking at
signed by every nation - then I

Perhaps it is impossiäIe. But looking at those numbers
the crrrrent best available science

think that is precisely what we are up against.
But you m ust not spen d all of your time dreaming or see this as
some political fight to win.
And you must not gamble your children's future on the
Instead, you m ust unite behind the science.

flip of a coin.

You must take action.
You must do the impossible.
Because

giving up can never ever be an option."

Note: The picture above is Great Thunberg painted by muralist artists
Cobre (https://wwwinstagram.com/cobrearV?hl=en) on 414 Mason Street in
San Francisco, one block from Union Square. The mural was a proiect

from OneAtmosphere

thttps://oneatmosphere.org).
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